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Shuttle Integration & 
Satellite Systeml Division 
.I. 
111['\ Rockwell V8J International 
The Space Station Needs, Attributes, and Architectural Options Study contract 
(NASW 3683) was conducted by the Rockwell Shuttle Integration and Satellite 
Systems Division for NASA. 
The final report summarizes the results of this study in five volumes, which 
are: 
• Final Executive Summary Report 
e Missions and Requirements 
o Program Options, Architecture, and Technology 
G Cos~ and Benefits 
&I DOD Task 
Any questions regarding this final report should be directed to C.M. Hanley, 
study manager, at (213) 922-0215 • 
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Shuttle InlPgralion & 
Satellite Syslems Division 
RECOMMENDED SPACE SUPPORT SYSTEM PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE 
/41f'\ Rockwell 
t;.) ':'J International .~ 
This chart surr.marizes the top-level, time-phased total space program support system architecture 
that was recommended as a result of this study. 
The Space Shuttle will playa key role in the early development of orbital operational techniques 
and orbital transfer vehicle (OTV) ~nd teleoperator maneuvering system (THS) space-based technology. 
The Shuttle will also be important in the initial development of commercial space processing and, in 
this role, will require extended durations. As the station becomes available, the only major change t~ 
the Shuttle is the possible capability for propellant scavenging from the external tank ~ET) and/or 
from the Shuttle main propulsion subRystem (MPS) . 
Along with a space-based TMS, an initial four-man statiol. will have capabilities for low earth orbit 
(LEO) placement and retrieval, station attached and integral mission payloads, storage, and LEO servicing. 
This station is located at a 28-degree inclination and 200 nmi altitude. Free flyers and the multimlssion 
spacecraft (ffi1S) can support mission payload needs in the vicinity of the station. 
An evolutionary Space Station and a space-based OTV are introduced in 1994. The evolutionary Space 
Station may be the initial Space Station with growth to eight men and with mission capabilities that 
include initial capabilities and OTV high energy orbit (HEO) payload placement and servicing, assembly, 
and construction of mission payloads. As an option, two four-man Space Stations co-orbiting at 28 degr~es 
may be desirable to split the potentially incompatible functions of research and development (R&D) and 
operations. 
System Z, proposed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and Goddar1 f~r earth observation missions 
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ShuUle Inlegr<ltlon & 
Salellile Syster.ls Division 
MISSION, SERVICES, AND SUPPORT SYSTEM HATRIX 
'. 
t.JI~ Rockwell VA'J International 
Space support subsystems provide the services needed by mission payloads. The requirements were 
developed by determining the services requi~ed by the Inission payloads. These services are provided by 
potential alternative support subsystems dep~ndent ~oon their availability and the orbital service loca-
tion. Requirenents for a support subsystem are detl ~ined by the frequency of the services (derived 
from the rnisEion model) a~d the time-phased resource demands of the services. Total re~uiremcnts arc 
detcrmin~~ by adding the rcquire~ent of the support subsystem itself to the cission services rcquirem~nt • 
Resources include man-hours, power and heat rejection, data, attitude control, g-level, volume, attachment 
ports, and length of a linear payload retention facility. 
The following charts summarize the mission model, the systems providing the support, and the time-
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n,QISSION, SERV~CES, Ar~D SUPPORT 
SYSTEil.t~ fulATRIX no 
ALTERNATIVE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
• EXPENDABLE LVs 
• SHUTTlE 
• HLlV 
• EXPENDABLE UPPER STAGES 
• REUSABLE OTVs 
• SPACE STATIOU 
• FREE FlYEn SIC 
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Shullle Inl~3Uon & 
Sale'llile Syslems Oiylslt)n 
HISSIOtI MODEL LF.VEL PHILOSOPHY 0991-2000) 
, '. 
(Jlf'\ Rockwell \,i';j.6'i...J International 
This chart fiummarizes the fhilosophy behind the low, medium, and high mission models for each of the 
mission areas, It also aho..,:! th<! total nUl1lbe. I)f ::lission payloads and their masses. The masses are the 
size of the payloads a~ delivered by the tr~nsportation syste::l to their operational orbits. To determine 
total ma"s in the Shuttle, otl.~r ::-.as!'':!3 need to be added. These inc~ude airborne support equipment CASE) 
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Shulll" Inlegra!ion II 
Satellite Srstems Division 
MISSION LOCATIONS AND HASS FLOWS--·HEDIUM MISSION MODEl, 
~ 
(11[:\ 
VA'J Rockwell International 
This chart summarizes where the missions in the medium mission model are located, in terms of inclina-
tion and altitud~. Three regions ar~ identified to classify location: (A) low inclinaticn, (B) medium 
inclination, and (C) high inclination. Within th~se regions, LEO and IIEO are used to define their 
general altitude locations. 
The table shows that the most predominant location for missions, total mass to orb~t, and crew hours 
is the luw inclination location. This suggests that this lnay be the best location for a Space Station to 
provide services to mission payloads either residing in this location or passing through on their way to 
high energy orbi~s. Hission analyses have indicated tha~ a Space Station located at a 28-d~gree inclina-
tion and a ~OO nmi altitude can provide a wide variety of services, w~ich are discussed on t~e next chart. 
These analyses also show that it is possible and cost-effectiv~ to do rr.ost cf the mccium inclination pay-
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MISSION LOCATIONS 
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. 
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A I 848 3."1 B ::5 O.B 
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5hu:tle Integration & 
Satellite Systems Division 
~ 
OlCJ 
SELECTeD ACCOH}!ODATION HODES AND SPACE STATION ACCOMMODATION OF MISSIONS 
Rockwell 
International 
The next two charts summarize the manner in which the mission services desired by the mission pay-
loads are provided for each inclination region. It is assumed that the Space Station is located at'a 
28-dcgree inclination and a 200 nmi altitude. The Space Station woul~ probably not have all of the 
services listed initially; therefore, this accommodation description applies to the evolutionary Space 
Station. 
The geometry of mission payloads that are on free flyers near the station fall into two general 
categories. One category is those that essentially co-orbit with the Space Station. These payloads 
include the space processing free flyers, which desire frequcnt harvesting of products. The other 
catceory is NASA Science and Application free flyers and DOD-st~red payloads that would need servicing 
infrequently (one year or greater). These satellites are located at a higher altitude than the station 
R~d, altho'lgh they ar~ also in a 28-degree inclination, their orbital plDnc aligns with the atation 
orbital plane about once a year to ~11cw B~rvi~lng. if deBiTed. 
All low inclinqtion placement missions for LEO and HED go through the Space Station. The LEO pay-
loads are placed in their mission locations by the TMS, which i3 spacp.-based at the station. HEO pay-
loads are placed in their mission locations using an DTV, which is also space-based at the Space Station. 
LEO medium inclination payloads are delivered directly by the Shuttle or by the Shuttle and TNS. HEO 
nedium inclination payloads are delivered to their mission orbits through the Space Station using the 
OTV. Mission analysis studies have shown this to be the best mode. 
No high energy missions exist at high inclination. LEO mi3sions in this region (placement, ser-
vicing, and retrieval) are accomplished by the Shuttle or the Shuttle and TMS. 
Servicing at LEO and low inclination of the two ~treams of satellites in the vicinity of the station 
is accomplished using the TMS in a remote servicing mode. The Shuttle or Shuttle/TMS are used to conduct 
servicing at LEO in medium inclination orbits. The only HEO servicir,~ currpntly planned occurs at geo-
synchronous orbit (certain DOD p~yloads and communication satellites). These missions are accomplished 
using a TM~ that is based at geosynchronous orbit (GEO). The station-based OTV delivers prorel1ants and 
other servicing payloads to the THS. Obviously, the GEO THS is of a somewhat different design than the 
LEO TMS. 
Some of the Science and Applications missions and all of the pharmaceutical electrophoresis process 
mi. sions are flown on the multimission spacecraft (}lliS). Station-attached or integral missions include 
life sciences, pharmaceutical electro-focusing process and crystal growth production, space processing 
research (IIASA and industry), and sortie pallet missions. System Z (sun synchronous orbit) uses a power 
platform that is a derivative of the Space Station power module and payload support module. 
The large 12,000-pounds communications satellites are asse~bled at the station, d~ployed, and checked 
out prior to OTV launch to GEO. Deployment and checkout of some smaller communication satellites ~lso 
occurs prior to launch. 
Propellant storage at the station is extrer.ely important in decoupling the mission payloads, upper 
stages, and pro?ellants in the Shuttle ~anifest. This allows Shuttle cargo load factors approaching 
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TIME-PHASED SPACE STATION REQUIREMEliTS 
Ole) Rockwell Internationai 
The following series of charts summarize the key Space Station requirements for the crew, power, 
payload service assembly, mission payload mass, user propellant requir~ments, and data. 
An initial four-~an crew provides sufficient capability during the first three years to meet the 
station and payload processing requirements. Growth to an eight-man capability in 1984 provides ample 
crew to meet the same requirements. The major requirements for man-hours arise from space processing, 
which also has the least mass flow through the station. 
Power capability of the station is sho~n an end-of-l!fe power. For this reason, the initial 
station han sufficient power to meet the integrated require~ent. The growth station also has sufficient 
capability with 50 kW at the bus. 
Requirements for the payload service assembly (PSA) indicate a maximum of about 810 feet-days for 
an entire year. The PSA design is about 43 feet in length and provides 15,600 feet-days in a year. 
Eoth the TIiS and OTV require propellants at the station in their space-based mode. 
lant requirements for the TMS are small compared to the LOZ/LHZ requirement of the OTV. 
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The most signific~nt programmatic iss~es that were answered as a result of this study are: 
8 What is the best orbital location for the Space Station? 
• What are the most effective Space Station services, and when should th~y and can they be 
introduced? 
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Tris chart defines the program options that were initially stu~ied to detcr~ine the impact of total 
program and Space Station functions and location on Shuttle launches and program cost. 
The first two options are single function Space Station options and are located at a 28-degree 
inclination and 200 nmi al~itude. Option 1 conducts only high energy mission staging using a spa~e-
based reu.able orv. Shuttle sc,venging is used to maxi "{ze propellant payload. The second option 
conducts only space processing mission sup~ort. High en~rgy mi5sions and other missions are condu~ted 
out of the Shuttle. The third option, also located at 28 d~grees and 200 nmi provides support to all of 
the primary mission areas. This option also has space-ba5ed OTV's and TMS's. Shuttle propellant 
scavenging once again is used to maximize propellant mass to orbit. In Option 4, the Space Station is 
located at a 57-degree inclination and a 200 nmi altitude. This station supports 5pace processing and 
a snail number of Science and Applications miszions that can be conducted in this region. The fifth 
option assump.s no chanee in current and planned space support syste~s (no station). Thin option is used 
as a comparator to show how the Space Station options benefit compared with no station. A sixth option 
considered the use of two small stations located at 28-degree and 57-degree inclinations. The 28-degree 
station accomplished HEO st~eing (CEO and pl~netary) and supported local Science and Applications missions. 
The 57-degree station supported local S~ience and Applications and space processing missions and provided 
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COHPARISON OF PROGRAM OPTIONS 
Shuttle Integral\on & 
Satellite Systems Division C·I~ .. ' 'O! .... <i' i~. Rockwell , ~~. International 
This chart compares the six program options. The data show the total number of Shuttle launches, 
total space support system cost (development, production, and operationn), and a Shuttle launch summary 
for OTV options for program Option 3 (multimission support at 28 degrees inclination). 
The launch summary shows that Option 3 leads to the lowest number of Shuttle launches. In addition, 
the cost comparicon shows that Option 3 also leads to the lowest total support syste~ cost through the 
year 2000. 
The program cost and launch summaries assumed the use of a single-stage reusable OTV that is space- ::;., 
based at the station. The following upper-stase options are compared: 
• Option 3 - Single-stage reusable OTV space-based at station 
o Optior. ) - No OTV and ~~ Space Station 
o Option 7 - Aerobraker reusable OTV space-based at station 
o Option 8 - Perigee kick stage reusable OTV based at station 
As shown, the PKS OTV results in the lowest number of Shuttle flights. 
Because of the above comparison, a multifunctional Space Station located at 28 degrees inclina-
tion and 200 omi altitude was selected for the conduct of more detailed subsequent studies. As will 
·be shown, this Space Station benefits significantly all user areas in addition to being the most cost-
effective overall. The ?erigee kick-stage OTV was selected to be space-based at this station. It is 
expected that the aerobraking OTV will eventually be developed for missions beyond the year 2000 where 
either large round-trip payloads (such as manned missions) to GEO may exist or where retrieval of pay-
loads may be important. 
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EVALUATION OF SPACE STATION SERVICES TIMING 
CJl~ Rockwell International 
Timing of Space Staticn services depends upon three major considerations: (1) when the user needs 
it, (2) when technology or demonstrations of the service is available, and (3) if it is a government-
provided service, when budgetary considerations will allow it to happen. This chart provides an esti-
mate of the date for initial operational capability of each Space Station service. 
The user need is immediate with a station's initial operational capability (roc) for low-orbit 
placement and retrieval, high-orbit placement, low-orbit servicing, attached and integral missions, and 
storage. Space Station roc is 1991. For these services, technology development or demonstration is 
either unnecessary or can be accomplished out of the Shuttle prior to the Space Station IOC. If it is 
assumed that the TMS will be developed and used in Shuttle prior to the station IOC, budgetary consider-
ations are not important for these services. 
High orbit placement with the OIV space-based at the station is more challenging, because of the 
need to store and transfer cryogen:c prJpellants on orbit and the cost of development of this capability 
and a new OIV. It is believed that most of the technology development and demonstration could be 
accomplished out of the Shuttle and that two years or less would be required at the station to provide 
an initial capability. In order to avoid an overlapping development of the Space Station and space-
based OTV, it is estimated that a delay in OIV IOC to 1994-1995 may be necessary. For this study, the 
final manifesting analyses assumed a space-based OTV capability in 1994. 
The user need for assembly and construction of mission payloads at the station will probably not 
occur until 4 or 5 years after demonstration of this capability at the Space Station by NASA. IOC dates 
for these capabilities would be 1995-1996 for assembly and 1999-2000 for construction. It does not 
appear, at this time, that budgetary considerations for these capabilities are important. 
Inc only"high energy orbit servlcing that appears practical is in GEO, since a number of payloads 
exist in a single orbital plane and altitude. Users co~itment to GEO servicing will probably be contin-
gent upon successful early LEO servicing and OTV availability. Development costs will entail THS modi-
fications for a long-term stay at GEO with only resupply from the Space Station. An IOC of 1996 or 1997 
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COST IMPACTS OF GROWTH STATION AND OTV TIMING 
olD) Rockwe!l International 
This chart shows the effects of the growth station and OTV introduction year on peak annual funding 
and high energy user (commercial communications, 000, and NASA Science and Applications) tr~nsportation 
costs. 
The ODT&E and production costs of both the Space Station and OTV are included in the determination 
of annual funding. Introduction of the growth station and OTV in 1991 is equivalent to ~n all-up m~lti­
functional eight-man station capability right away (no evolution from four-man to eight-rn~n). As shown 
on the peak funding curve, peak funding drops from 2.5 billion for a 1991 introductio~ date to about 
1.5 billion if the growth eight-man station and OTV are introduced in 1994. There is little advantage 
to peak funding by introducing the growth Space Station and OTV later than 1994, which is the year 
selected for the baseline program. In all cases, a four-Inan station is introduced in 1991 without the 
capability to conduct OTV operations. 
However, the later the growth station and OTV are introduced, the greater the increase in transpor-
tation cost to the HEO user. This is caused by higher transportation costs of mass to LEO, and th~ 
increased use of expensive, expendable upper stages. The baseline year of 1994 results in a 21 percent 
increase (2.5 billion) in HEO user transportation costs compared to immediate all-up capability in 1991. 
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CONSTRAINTS ON SPACE STATION ARCHITECTURE 
C!J Rockwell International 






The presence of man in space is a significant driver. In addition to providing a comfortable 
and habitable atmosphere for the crew members, their safety introduces a number of issues such 
as the dual volumes, redundant s11bsystems, and space environment protection. Repair and main-
tenance activities required the crew member to perform these tasks in tbe space environment, 
thus requiring EVA facilities and the design of equipment to be compatible with this form of 
activity. Design conditions are also placed on the equipment and space allocations within the 
modules, which will permit a crew member to perform emergency repairs in an unpressurized 
module. 
Subsytem design issues that are drivers of the architecture include the location and aspect 
ratio of the solar arrays to minimize the shadowing effects on the arrays from the station 
clements. Attitude control of the station must consider the extreme changes in station center-
of-gravity locations because of the various activities occurring on the station such as OTV! 
pqyload asserJbly and launch and orbiter mating. Proper heat rejection requires available sur-
face areas with clear radiation views. 
The Shuttle's cargo bay dimensions and lifting capabilities constrain module sizes. The station 
configuration is significantly influenced by the orbiters large vertical surface and the 
required cargo unloading clearances. 
Provision~ to accept dedicated experiment modules identified by the mission model imposes con-
straints not only on the prov~sions fryr mati~g ports but also on the interior arrangement that 
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ALTERNATE SPACE STATION ARCHITECTURE OPTIONS 
Q;"!~:: 6' Rockwell International 
Two growth Space Station architecture options f'.Ir implementing the r.Jission model are illustrnted on 
this chart. The tl~O cot ions consider a multidiscipline stntion that accommodates all of the missions Imd 
service activities on Olle Space Station while the other concept considers (' .. 0 small stations. 
The multidiscipline station provides the capabilities to perform various functions simultaneously. 
such a3 satellite assembly, OTV launch and retrieval, remote servicing of satellites via THS, life 
sciences experiments, earth observations, astrononlY observations. and space processing research and pro-
duction. The compatibility of these many fllnctionr" p.::trticularly in the gro-.:tll configuration, may not be 
acceptable, or at best constraining to the scheduling o~ the operations of the various activities. 
The various functions identified in the mission model are separated into more compatible groups in 
the two-station concept. Space Station I accommodates the science, technology, and space processing 
activities, while Space Station 2 acco~~udate3 the space operations activities associated with OTV's 
and TNS's. Each of the stations has the capability to grow to acco~nodate ~ore than a crew of four. The 
two-station concept utilizes the same energy module and command module elements. The p3yload support 
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Shuttle Inlegrallon & 
Smellllo Syatems Olvl;lan 
INITIAL snACE STATION ARCHITECTURE 
t<4/f). Rockwell \";~'llnternatiOnal 
The initial station illustrated rn this chart r~prescnts the configuration that would apply for 
either station architecture concept described on the previous chart. The functions that would be provided 
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• ACCOMMODATE SPACE OPERATIOHS 
o LEO SERVICI~JG OF SATELLITES 
" SCIENCE EXPERIMENT MODULES / PALLETS 
I) R&D 
o SPACE PROCESSING 
• PROVIDE ELECT. POWER, COr.1MUNICATIO~S, CREW 
ACCOMMODI\TiONS 
CHARACTERISTICS: 
II 4 MATING PORTS TO ACCEPT EXPT MODULES 
o PALLET MOUNTIW,i A!:COMMODATIONS OU PSA 
o 23.5 kW POWER AT BUS 
o ACCOMMODATIOUS FOR 4 CREW 
o REPLACEABLE SOLAR ,\RRAYS & RADIATOR 
~ DUAL VOLUMES FOR CREW SAFETY 
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Shutlle Inlegrallon & 
Saleliile Systems 0;v1310n 
GROWTH EIGHT-~~N SPACE STATION hRCHITECTURE 
t11t\ Rockwell ~~-.J International 
This 3tation configuration represents the ~rowth station that would provide all of the capa~ilities 
reqlJireoj to i!:lple!:lent the mission t1odel, spacecraft acrviceB, sciencc cr.perfments, and ere\: acco=oda-
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o ACCOMMODATE SPACE OPERATIOUS 
o SCIEUCE EXPEAlrjian MODULES/PALLETS 8, 
IfHERUAL VOLUME 
o SERVICE OlV'S, TMS 8, SPACECRAFT 
QR&D 
"SPACE COfJSTAUCTION & ASSEMBLY 
o SPACE PROCESSING I1ESEARCH '" Ff,CTORY 
., PROVIDE ELECT. POWER, COfilMUfHCATlOfJS, CREW 
ACCOfM;'ODATlONS 
CHARACTERISTICS: 
• a MATl/iG FORTS TO ACCEPT EXPT r:iODULES 
o PALLET MATING ACCOMf:WDATlOl1S ON PSA 
o orv / SPACECRAFT SERVICIHG ACCOMMOOATIOUS 
ON PSA 
• CRYO STORAGE 
• 50 kW POWER AT BUS 
• Accor.1MODATIONS FOR 8 CREW 
o REPLACEABLE SOLAR ARRAYS 8, nADIATOR 
'i OUAL VOLUMES FOR CREW SAFETY 
• EVA ACCOMMODATIONS 
ShL:l1l~ Inl~ratlon & 
~erllle SJII:m; Dlvlrlon 
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Shuttle Inlegratlon & 
Satellite Systema Dlvitlon 
GROI.'TH FOlK-MAN STATION ARCHITECTURE, FUNCTIONS, AND CHARACTERISTICS 
/] I D Rockwe.'1 Vb'J International 
The foliowing two cparts illustrate the two four-man Space Station concept and its functions and 
characteristics. The prinCipal accommodation differences are in the payload service assembly configura-
tions and in the cryo propellant storage facilities. The science and technology station has a payload 
service assembly th~t is configured to acco~odate up to eight Shuttle pallet-mounted earth and astron-
omy observation sensors. The payload service assembly of the Space Operations Station is configured to 
temporary storage of satellites, which will be delivered to higher orbits via an OTV. Facilities to 
service two orv's are also provided as is the servicing of two TI1S spacecrafts. 
The cryo storage tanks on the Space Operations Station provides the propellant for the OTV space-
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00 ACCDr,nWDATE SCIEUCE & APPLICATIONS & SPACE 
PROCESSING RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY 
Ii) ACCOMMODATE GEO & TMS STAGING MISSIONS 
o PROVIDE REUSABLE OTV & TmS SERVICING 
"MODULES. PALLETS, INTERNAL 
o PROVIDE ELECT. pwn. CO rM,WtJlCATIONS, CREW 
ACCCr.HflODATIONS FOR 4 .' 
CHARACTERISTICS: 
o P,\LLET MOUllmn flCCOMMODATiGi-lS ON PSA 
(I ELECT FWR GROVJTH CAPf.BILlTY 
o ACCOMMODATES 4 CREW WITH GROWTH TO 8 
o DUAL VOLUMES FOR CREW SAFETY 
o EVA ACCOMMODATIONS 
Shutt!e 'nlagralion & 
Salellile S~s!ems Division 
o PROVIDE P.4YLOAD ASSEMBLY 8: SYSTH1 
VERIFICATION 
o PflOVIUE ELECT. PWR. COMMUNICATIONS, CREW 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 4 
o ACCOMMODATE n&D IF UECESSARV 
CHARACTERISTICS: 
~ CAPABILITY TO ACCOMMODATE MULTIPLE OTV'S c1t 
Tt,1S 
o CRYO & STORABLE PROPEllANT STORAGE 
o PAYLOAD ASSEMBLY & VERIFICATION CAPABILITY 
10 ELECTRICAL FOWER GnOWTlI CAPABILITY 
o ACCOMr.l0DATES 4 cnEW Wlnt GnOWTlJ Tli 8 
o DUAL VOL FOR CREW SAFETY 
e EVA ACCOMMOOATIOUS 
(111'\ Rockwell 
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SYSTEM Z PLATFORM 
Shuttle InlegraUcn & 
Satellite Systems Division @~'~' ,p', .': '. 'I •• . . . . Rockwell International 
Syste~ Z represents a grouping of earth observation sensors that operate in polar orbit. This 
! ~gun" illustrates a platform concept accom:nodating these earth observation sensors. This platform con-
cept utilizes two Space Station derived elements: the platform structure and the energy module. The platfo~m ~tructure is similar to the station payload service assembly. This structure simulates the 
orbiter payload bay and. therefore. can accept the standard Shuttle pallets and their attachm~nts. The 
energy ~odtJle of the platform is si~ilar to the station energy module. The solar array and radiator 
plug-in concept of the station's energy module permits the flexibility of codifying the energy module 
to the system Z plat fore requirements. The standard mating ports on the platform structure and on the 
free end of the energy module permit the Shuttle orbiter to mate with the platform for servicing and 
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Shuttle Integrallon & 
Satellite Syslems DI.lslon 
SPACE STATION SUBSYSTEM ORGANIZATION 
AIF\ Rockwell V'A"J International 
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SUBSYSTEM TECHNOLOGY CANDIDATES 
Shutue Inleg,a:ion & 
Satellite SY$lems DiVision 
I'llr.'\ Rockwell \..7L\'J International 
In the electrical power subsystem (EPS\ regenerative fuel cells are the Rockwell-preferred technol-
ogy for power storage and generation during occultation. Evaluation studies have shown them to be 
superior to batteries and/or open-cycle fuel cells in terms of weight and system flexibility. 416 Vac 
was selected for distribution over the various dc voltage levels because of higher efficiency and lower 
system weight. 
In the environmental control and life support subsystem (ECLSS) area, solid amine for C02 removal 
and the Sabatier process for C02 redllction were judged preferable to an electrochemical deployed cell 
and the Bosch process because of inherent system simplicity. Water electrolysis for oxygen supply was 
found to be more cost effective than logistical methods. 
For water reclamation, the thermoelectric integrated membrane evaporation subsystem (TIMES) was 
selected over vapor compression distillation for reasons of simplicity and applicability to a wider 
variety of waste water. The incinerator approach for waste management is preferred over the orbiter 
commode because of substantial savings in logistics and handling costs. Similarly, reusable apparel 
(with a washer/dryer) was found to be more cost effective than disposable clothing. 
In the thermal control subsystem, a wraparound heat pipe radiator was devised to handle anticipated 
thermal loads and eliminate the need for a deployable radiator. This was made possible largely by use 
of a capillary-pumped, two-phase fluid, heat transport loop that eliminated the heat load of a mechani-
cal pump and provided the higher coefficients of boiling and condensing heat transfer. 
Inasmuch as L02/LH2 \li11 be supplied anyway for OTV usage, G02/GH2 RCS engines were selected over 
hydrazine because of substantial gains in Isp. 
In the inventory management subsystem (HIS), fiber opt ics is recommended for the data bus (rather 
than bardwire) bccause of its much higher data rate capacity. Instead of a centralized process hier-
archy, a distributed configuration was chosen because of inherent advantages in fault detection and 
compensation. A bus interface ~nit (BIU) mode is recommended over the conventional multiplexer/ 
demultiplexer (MDM) hookup because of superior capabilities in controlling and interfacing with the 
various subsystem levels • 
For space communication, radio frequency (RF) was chosen over laser on the basis of development 
risk, cost, and tolerance of atmospheric disturbances. The RF antennas are of three main types: 
dedicated utilization for di~crete frequencies, dispersed location for multidirection capability, and 
tracking/pointing for high gain, high rate data links. Radar is favored for detection and ranging func-
tions, although use of the Navstar global positioning system (GPS) is still a strong contender for cer-, 
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o POIJJER GEUEflATION 
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~Lssl 
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o = ROCKWELL PREFERRED CAN!lIDATE 
o SOLAR ARRAY - BATTERY 
- r., n~E-:-;GE::7:'J~ER;:-:A:=TI~V-;:-E -;:;FU~E:;-L -;;-C';:';'EL~L] 
- FUEL CELLS ,(FC) 
- BATIErHES + FC 
o 28 VDe, 120 voe, 220 IIDe 
10 416 VAG I 
o C02 REMOVAL -ISOLlD ArI1l1:FJ 
- ElECTROCUEMICAl DEPLOYED CELL 
o C02 REDUCTION -IS.II.BATIEAI 
- BOSCH 
o 02 SUPPLY -[WATER ELECTROLYSIS I 
- LOGISTIC SUPPLY 
o V"~POR COMPRESSIOtJ OlSTllLATlm~ 
IDlflffi 




Ie W;MPAflomm - HEAT PIPE I 
o DEPLQVADLE - HEAT PIPE 
o cmCULATJrJG PUMPS (SmGLE PHASE) 
[0" CAPILLARY pur.1p (H'lO PHASED 
Shul1l"lnlogralion& (;]10 Rocl(well 
















































Q DATA BUS 
o PROCESS HIERARCHY 
o INTERFACES 
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e ATT REF DETERMINATiOn 
o MOMENTUM STORAGE 
o Nr.VIG.~TIOU 
c=J = ROCKWELL PREFERRED cr.tmICATE 
TECHNOLOGY CIHWIDATES 
o HYORAZINE 
fO L02/lH2 - GASE@ 
c UAROWIBE 







e DEDICATED UlIL 
c DISPEP.SED LOCATION 
Co TRfiClmm/POmTING 
1& RADAIlI 
Co STAR SEfJSING 
o INERTIl\l smSIUG 
o CEUTRliliZED ACTUATORS 
I", DlSmrBUT@ 
10 GPsl 
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5huHle Inlcg'allon & 
5a1ellile 5y.lems DiY/sio:> Ol~ ~~ 80ckwell International 
EVALUATION OF TECHNOLOGY UfPROVEMENTS (HIGH LeVERAGE ITEMS) 
A caplll.ny-pumped, two-phase fluid, h~at t r~nsport loop represents a major advanc" over conven-
tional transporl loops In terms of simplicity, weight, reliability, performanc~, and lack of parasitic 
heat loads that, in the C.lse of Space Stat ion, permits use of .; wraparound radiator rather than a 
dcplov.d radialor. A large reduction in radiator size is also achievable by developing long-life th.r-
mal coatings. For Instance, a change In the annual rat~ of degradation from 0.02 to 0.01 permits d 
50 percent savlnRs In radiator size. 
In the EPS. low-concentration ratio (6:1), Ga~s solar arrays promise a 4:1 reduction in recurrIng 
costs for large (100 kW) e. 'ts, when compared to conventional planar sIlicon arrays. The higher effi-
ciency of G.1As cells also re,'uc,,' collector area and drag. Substantial reductions <2: 1) in energy 
storage weight and Improved system flexibility are offered by usc ~f regenerative fuel cells or II1H2 
batteries (versus NICd atterles). Drastic Improvements (10:2 to 20:1) in fuel cell lif~ and replace-
ment costs are believed possible with Int.nsive development. In the distribution .ystee, weight and 
efficiency gains arc obtainable in the 50 kW r"n~e by gnl~g to higher bus voltages such as 220 Vdc or 
416 V~c. AC has the advantag~ of greater fl.~lbillty in power p.oces.lng and Interfacing with special 
loads. This system can benefit from potential neW improvements in inverter efficiency to 90 percent to 
93 pClr.nt (versus 75 percent to 60 percent, conventional). 
In the EelSS, substantial savings (S45R to $~OH\ in logistics and handling costs can be reallz.d 
by processing anJ disposal of trash and fecal wa~te In an on-stallon Incinerator. Similarly, a wneher/ 
dryer on-station con save S60H to SaOR in pro~ram costs, comp.red to the use of dlsp08~ble clothing. 
In the IMS, potential advances of 8:1 In data Compression (with acceptable error rates) are con-
sidered pos.lble. Also, very high speed i.ntegrated circuits (V\iSle) for computers ant: microprocessors 
promise great improvement in dvion!~~ co~pactness1 redundancy, and fault detection/ compensatlo~. The 
use of fiber optics for data bus (v,rsus harcwire) ca~ achieve data rate. deep into the me~abit range. 
r."s intedac .. units (BIll's) with VHS:C chips can provide "smart" interface mo~itorlng and control do,," 
to the lowest unit level. 
for data cor:::nunlcation, the advance' telemetered data aCGulsitlon su~.y.tel!l (TDAS) prolO1o". con-
tinuou. rat~s of 300 megabits per secon' (or 60 mps fur a 20-minute tran!ml,sion averaged over" 
92-minute orbit). 
In the guidance, navigation, and control (CN&C) area, automated docking will ~e required for 
unmanned oreratlcns, bUl It also off~r. attractive savings In crew time and htgher rellabillt} and 
.~fcty for !!Ianncd stations. DIstrl~ut~d proccssinR of CN&C functions versus centralized control off.r. 
wOlthwh!'" .:Id\·.lntag., In o"~rall c,,.t .'!nd <ellabllitv. l.nger slz" co"trol !!Ionent gyro (Cltc) d .. ~lgn. 
ca .. provide 10wer w.l~ht and cost and a simpler overall subsystem. 
The use of gaseous 02/H2 for RC: thru.ters (inBtead of conventional hydrazine) integ<ates well with 
c ·yopropellant resupply for OTV's and offers worth~hlle ."vlr:: In transport costs, because 0: higher 
lsI' (380 seconds vrrsus 200 seconds). 
. rrocessing of OTV propellants on orbit provides a m·,ans of clrcumventlng the launch lazard problem, 
whlrh has always bet'n an ob.tacle to the use of high perforll'ance LF2/lH2 '!ngines rather than L02/L1I2 
engine!-t. 
Th~ hlghcr mixture ratio of fluorln~ en~f~es also leduce! the requlr~d volume of LH2 by approxi-
mately one h,lf and improves the OTV mass fraction. For vcry high AV ml.slons (HOTV, DOD, and planetary), 
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Shuttle Integrallon & 
Satellite Systems Division 
COST COMPARISON OF SPACE STATION ARCHITECTURE OPTIONS 
111~ Rockwell VA\.;) International 
This chart shows the design, dEvzlopment, test, and evaluation (DDT&E), production and operations 
and support costs for the initial four-man station (operational irom 1991 to 1993) and two architectural 
options for the growth station (operational f~om 1994 to 2000). As sho~~, the total cost for the ini-
tial stetion is 5.43 billion. If growth is from a f0ur-man station to an eight-man station, the growth 
station total cost is 4.17 billion. This is about the same as the 4.26 billion total cost of a growth 
concept that uses the two four-man station previously described. Very little DDT&Z is required when 
growing to the two four-man stations; however, the production cost is higher for the two 4-man station 
scheme because of the need to completely replicate the four-man station. Operations and support costs 
are higher primarily because of the need to supply two stations (two logistics modules versus one), 











































*-~ COST COMPARISON OF SPACE STATIOi\l ARCtiiTECTUAE OPTIONS.a. 
Gil 
INITIAL STATION 4-TO 8-MAN SS 4-TO 2 4-MAN 58! 
1991-1993 1994-2000 1994-2000 i 
I DDT&E 3930 1200 170 
PRODUCTION 700 470 720 
i 
0&8 800 2500 3370 
r TOTAL 5430 4170 1 I 4260 I 
--- --- --- -- --- ... _- ------ ------ -- --- ----- ---- .--------~ -----
I 
I 
____ ~ _______ ~J 
IN MILLIONS OF 1934 $ 
INCLUDES COSTS FOR SPACE STATION CONTRACTOR HtlRDVJfU1E, 
SPACE STATION ASSEMBLY AND LOGISTICS FLIGHT COSTS, SPACE 
STATION OPERATIONS AfJD SUPPORT COSTS, AND CONTRACTOR 
\~lmAP ABOUNDS 
SWJI"lnlegrortlon~ (1if\ Rockwell 
























ShuHle Inlegrallon & 
Salellile Systems Division 
COMPARISON OF SPACE STATION ARCHITECTURE OPTIONS 
This chart shows additional comparative data for the two growth options. 
@l\J Fn~~~~~~nal 
The cost data on the previous chart has been arranged to determine the total tell-year costs for the 
two architectural options. The differential in cost during this period is trivial. 
More manhours are available fer services from the eight-man growth station options since nearly the 
same amcunt of crew time (about one man per station) is required for station management whether it is a 
four-man or eight-man station. 
Growth capability is better for the two four-man station option than for the eight-man station 
option because both of the 8tations can readily grow to an eight-man capability. Usable volume for the 
eight-man option is nearly twice that of the two four-man option. Addition of the two crew modules and 
the tunnel module for the eight-man station results in a large additional volume. The tunnel module's 
excess volume is used for a life sciences laboratory. The two four-man station option would require an 
additional attached dedicated module for this purpo~e. 
There is no difference in available port~ for attached payloads between the two options. 
Safety during the initial four-man station period is the same for both options (2l-day wait for a 
rescue orbiter). The two four-man option has an advantage in that the second near~y station can provide 
a haven in an eme~gency. This would require a means of transporting the crew- from one station to 
another. A possibility would be to u~e the TMS to transport men in a removable airlock between the two 
stations. 
The major advantage, and the most important reason for conSidering the two four-man station option, 
is the separation of potentially conflicting functions. R&D and space processing missions usually want 
low-g and inertial Space Station pointing. ~en the OTV operations and increased TMS operations are 
introduced in 1994, a large increase in station disturbance level will exist and the need to orient the 
station for increased Shuttle, OTV, and TMS docking will interrupt other specialized orientation 
requirements. For these reaSOhG, it may be desirable to have two stations with nonconflicting 
requirements. 
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SPACE STATION ATTRIBUTES AND RESULTING BENEFITS 
The three major areas of benefits of the station are lower user cost, better performance, and 
mission enable~ent. this chart shows how the Space Station attributes relate to these benefit areas. 
Better performance can be obtained because of the station capability to deploy and checkout pay-
loads prior to placement in their mission orbit. In addition, if a malfunction occurs, it may be 
possible to make fixes at the station rath~r than having to refly the entire payload. The station 
capability to assemble and construct payloads will lead to larger payloads, including larger optics 
and larger antennas. 












in a decoupling of the payload, stages, and propellants. This results in average cargo load factors of 
about 1.0 for Shuttles going to the station. LEO and GEO servicing from the station also recJces user 
costs si~ce it allows the spacecraft to have extended life. Additionally, mission equipment can ~e 
changed out to take advantage of tec~nolcgy improvements. Since man is on orbit permanently, the services 
can be provided in a timely manner without the need for manifesting into the orbiter. Utilities provided 
by the station (crew, power, and stable platfo~m)are obtained at a very low cost compared to other alter-
natives. The ability to leave equipment on the station is very important to reducing user costs as 
compared to Shuttle sortie missions, where the experiment equipment needs to be carried up and down. In 
the space processing research area, the experiment equipment is greater in mass than the experirn~nt mass. 
A combination of lower user cost and better performance, as well as the uniqueness of a permanently 
manned facility lead to mission enablement. Some of the areas of enablement are shown on this chart. 
Enablement of system Z and, if needed, an astronomy platform arises from the use of station clements as 
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USER COST BENEFITS--POST 1994 
Shuttle Int~ralion & 
Satellite SJ~tem. DiYislon 0<*' .\~ .. ~ .. " "'-" Rockwell International 
The next two charts compare the cost of several Space Station services for alternate ways of pro-
viding the service. 
As shown, LEO placement costs through the station are 26 to 45 percent less than ·if there were no 
station. Use of the space-based OTV saves from 0 to 40 percent for the small 1,400-pound GEO communica-
tion spacecraft. The 40 percent savings occurs when three are deployed on the OTV at one time. Savings 
of 48 to 55 percent occur when the OTV is compared to a Shuttle-launched inertial upper stage (IUS) first-





savings are also shown for LEO and GEO servicing. LEO savings range from 34 to 39 percen~, 
upon the number of spacecraft services at one time. A 38-percent savings is made for GEO 





Space processing receives the most benefit. As shown, the processing cost of pharmaceuticals at 
the station is small compared to the cost of the material that is being processed. A IS-day Shuttle 
Spacelab sortie results in a processing cost that is greater tha~ the value per pound of the processed 
material. Enormous cost savings also occur for space processing research on the Space Station. 
Finally, attached science is also exposed at a very low cost per day of exposure compared to an 
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SUMMARY OF MISSION MODEL LEVEL IMPACTS 
.t11E\ Rockwell VA\.,} International 
The following two charts su~~arize the impact that the mission model level (low, mediu~, and high) 
has on the number of missions' and mission mass, Space Station crew hours, number of Shuttle flights, and 
total space support system program cost. All of these data are for operations from the year 1991 to 2000. 
As mi~ht be expected, the trend in both number of missions and mission mass is to increase from low 
to high. The increase in the ratio of mass from low to medium and from medium to high is 1.68 and 1.74, 
respectively, as compared to the ratio of number of missions, which is 1.30 and 1.34, respectively. 
Therefore, the average payload mass increases from low to medium and from medium to high. 
The Space Station crew hours are for the entire ten-year period. The low model requires only a 
four-man station; whereas, the medium model requires an initial four-man station that grows to eight men 
in 1994. The high model increases the growth requirement to ten men. 
The num~er of Shuttle flights without the station is nearly double that of those with the station for 
all mission model levels. Operation costs also generally follow this trend. ~ost of the additional 
flights for the no station case are attribllted to the need to accomplish the space processing missions. 
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s~me Sy,teml Division 
IMPACT OF SPACE STATION ON Y.ISSION MODEL 
\' 
f:11h Rockwell V ~ ~ International 
Two mission models were developed to show the imp"lct on the mission areC1S because of a Space Station. ", 
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WITH CURnENT SYSTEM & TMS 
• SAME PROGRAF.1 THRUST AS WITH STATION 
• tiD GEO SERIJICI1lG (151 FLIGHTS) 
• CONSTRAINED IN APHENlIA 
& OPTICS SIZES 
e HIGHLY C01ISTAAIHEO 
LIFE SCIEIICES - SORTIE MISSIONS 
(71 FLIGHTS) 
• CONSTRAItlED PROGRAM 
• LESS AMBITIOUS OBJECTIVES SUPPORTED 
- SCIEflCE & APPL TECH 
- SP.~CE STATIOt! TECH 
(2 FLIGHTS) 
o 110 MULTI-USER SYSTEMS 
• NO SER~'ICIHG 
(60 FLIGHTS) 
• COtlSTRAlIlED RESEARCII 
o ELECTnOFOCUSIIlG PRODUCTION ELIMINATED 
(13 FLIGHTS) 
297 
ADD STATION & OTV 
o ADD GEO SE!WICIIIG 
(13D FLIGHTS) 
• ROBUST liFE SCIENCES PROGRAM 
Q ASTROIIOMY I!r SYSTW 
FLATFORr.1S ARE STATlOII llEruVAIIIJE3 
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• MORE AMBITIOUS OIlJECTlVES SUFPORTEO 
- GEOSYNC filULTIFUNC COW., PLATFORM 
- GLOBAL EtlVIfU:::rmn r.IONITORIltG SYSTEM 
- LUliAR OPEflATlOllS Bi\SE 
- MAiIllED 1,IARS ltllSSlm. 
(4 FLIGHTS) 
.. AOD MULTI·USER SYSTWIS 
I) MORE TnAHSPOHDms 
(47 FLIGHTS) 
o NO LIMITS TO RESEARCH 
• ELECTROFOCUSII1G PRODUCliOU all STATION 
(11 FLIGHTS) 
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SUMMARY OF BENEFITS 
This chart summarizes the quantifiable benefits to the Space ~tatio~ users and to the nation as a 
whole. These are shown in billions of 1984 doilars, discounted al 10 percent per year, and brought to 
present day value in 1986. Out ~f the total benefits of $17.3B to the users, $6.9n, or 40 percent, are 
because of space processing, with approximately 20 percent being caused by, respectively, science and 
applications, co~ercial coomunications, and national security. 
The total Lenefits to the nation are $94.9B, or about 5.5 times the benefits to the users. This 
high factor generally reflectD the hi6h technology, "never-been-done-bcfore" nature of the Space 
~tation's ne~ missions. 
As for the users, the largest benefit area is space processing, with $36.5B, or nearly 40 percent 
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~_. SUMMARY OF BENEFITS, $8 ('84) · · · 
c;sc 
, ..... 
o SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS 
o SPACE PROCESSING 
e COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 
o NATIONAL SECURITY 
o SPACE TECH~JOLOGY 
13 DISCOUNTED AT 10% J'LA 'fH 
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BENEFITS VERSUS INVESTMENT 
The ultimate usefulness of a benefits analysis is for the nation to decide whether the benefits to 
be derived are worth the investment that has to be made to obtain them. It is not sufficient for the 
becefits to exceed the investment; thcy should exceed the investment by a large enough margin so that 
the projp.ct can compete successfully with alternative uses of scarce resources. The proper comparison 
is between the dcllar value of the quantifiable benefits to the nation derived from the Space Station, 
discounted to present day value; and the investment that must be made by the government, similarly dis-
counted, to cause these benefits to happen; i.e., the DDT&E and production cost5 for ti,e initial and 
growth Space Station and OTV. Operational costs of the Space Station and OTV are reimbursable to the 
government by the users, and are therefore not included in the investment. 
This comparison is shown on this chart. The benefits are ~roken down as cost savings and value 
added, and the investment into Space Station and OTV. 
The comparison shows a favorable relationship (with discounted benefits to the nation of $94.9B) 
for a discounted investment of $7 6B. The cost savings to the nation of $13.6B by themselves exceed the 
investment by a factor of 1.8, although they are spread out between a variety of government and private 
sector users. The overall benefits to investment ratio, for the quantifiable benefits only, is 12.5. 
This is an attractiv~ ratio for any new venture, either in the government or In the private sector, and 
can be expected to compete favorably with other potential uses of the same investment. 
The decision on the value of the Space Station must take ioto account two further considerations, 
both of which make the Space Station more attractive • 
1. Only the ~uantifi9ble benefits through the year 2000 h~ve been accounted for. Since the Spa:e 
Station and OTV will probably be operational to about 2010, additional potentially large ben'!-
fits, will accrue (although their present day value in 1986 is reduced by the discounting 
process). 
2. There are additional nonquantifiable benefits t~~ause of the presence of the Space Station. 
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S;:'.elll:e Systems Division 
MAJOR USER COMMENTS ON ROCKlolELL ARCHITECTURE 
t11f'\ Rockwell Vb'J International 
Before initiation and during the study, several interactions were accomplished in all potential user' 
areas. This chart sUll1l'larizes user com:nents at the completion of the study. These comments are based on 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATION3 
D MISSION MODEL REASONABLE FORECAST OF S&A ACTIVITY 
IP ISSUES REMAIN ON SYSTEM Z ORBITAL LOCATIONS 
o INC0MPATlEILlTIES IN ASTRONOMY INSTRUMENT POINTING MAY REQUIRE TWO 
SMALL PtA TFORf.1S 
NATIONAL SECURITY 
o CONCUnr.ENCE IN ALL AREAS 
o MISSlm~ MODEL, lINI{AGE WITH INFRASTRUCTURE, & FRANGIBLE OPEHATIONS 
CONCEPT ' 
00 
- "-" _J 
GH 
COMf,iERCIAL COrJ1~ .. lUNICATIONS 
o SPACE BASED OTV CONCEPT DESIRABLE 
o SINGLE STAGE vs PI,S STILL NEEDS STUDY 
o MISSION MODEL COf.1MENTS RANGE FROM TOO LOW TO TOO HIGH 
c r,'ASS DISTRIBUTION OF SPACECRAFT ABOUT RIGHT 
= SOME PLATFOR:I.!JS COULD GROW> 12,000 LB 
III STATiON ASSEMBLY, DEPLOYMENT, & CHECKOUT DESIRABLE 
o GEO SERVICING OF LARGE SATElLITES & PLATFORMS ADVANTAGEOUS 
COr .. ~r'.1ERClf"L SPACE PROCESSING 
o MISSION MODEL LEVEL ACCEPT/ .. BLE 
o Accor~Jr.l0DATlm~ OF ri~ISSlmJS ACCEPTABLE 
c SOME QUESTION REG:.nOH·JG CRYSTALS G-LEVEL 
o PRODUCT ARE:AS APPROPRIATE FOR COMl.iERCIALIZATION 
o NEED STATION TO ENADLE COMMERC!ALlZATION 
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Satellite Systems Division OlQ Rockwell International 
WHY STATION? 
This chart summarizes some of the most important reasons for having a Space Station. These are 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Shuttle Integr::tion & 
Satellite Syslerr.s Oiv;s;on 
I1ID, Rockwell \.~  International 
This chart summarizes the major conclusions of the study, which have been previously explained in 
greater detail. The conclusions are presented in three major categories: mission definition, system 
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~~ CONCLUSIONS •.. 
Gil 
MISSION DEFINITION 
o LARGE UNCERTAINTY EXISTS IN SPACE PROCESSING 
MISSION AREA 
G USERS SLOW TO RESPOND TO P'JSSIBLE CHANGES 
IN THEIR rmSSION EQUIPM!:NT & SIC DUE TO NEW 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
SVSTEfIJ1 ttRCHITECTlJRE 
~ STATION LOCATED AT 28° INCL;NATION PROVIDES 
SEFtVICES TO ALL USER AREAS -
o PROVIDES LOWEST COSTS TO USERS 
6 INITIAL 4-MAN STATION IN 1991 GROWiNG TO AN 8 
MAN STATION IN 1994 
o TWO 4-MAN STATIONS ATIRACTIVE Be NEEDS MORE STUDY 
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o TMS SPk\CE-B/~SEO VlJITH INIT!A.L STAT!ON & 
PERIGEE KICK STAGE, REUSABLE CRYOGENIC OTV 
SPACEwBASED \JVITH GROVJTH STP~TION 
G ::!: & t\STRONOiifiV PLATFORM DERIVITIVES OF 
STATION IN 1993 & 1995 RESPECTlVELY 
o PLATFORM DERIVATIVE NEEDS BETTER DEFINITION 
BENEFITS 
c SPACE STATION AT 280 INCLINATION PROVIDES 
SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS TO ALL MISSIO[\J .4.REA 
o INDIRECT BENEFIT TO SYSTEM Z IN HIGU INCLINATION & 
ASTRONOMY PLATFORM 
c THE MOST IMPORT~~NT SPACE STATION BENEFITS 
AR!SE FROM FUTURE MISSIONS ENABLEME~JT 
o S!G~~IFiCANT COST REDUCTiONS OCCUR FOR ALL 
SERV;CES 
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